
October 3rd 2010: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CARLETON STUDENTS FACE POSSIBLE CENSORSHIP IN SHOWING CONTRAVERSIAL EXHIBIT 
Students at Carleton University Told They Can Show Exhibit Behind Closed Doors 
 
OTTAWA- This October 4th, Carleton Lifeline will be displaying the Genocide Awareness Project, a 
graphic display which compares abortion to genocide, under protest.  Upon requesting to use a busy 
outdoor area on campus, Carleton University asked that Lifeline show the exhibit in an isolated hall 
because materials associated with the display are considered to be “disturbing and offensive to some.”  
 
“This may seem like a fair appeasement to some,” said Ruth Lobo, President of Carleton Lifeline. 

“However, the problem lies in that the University is censoring what can be shown publically on campus 

because it challenges mainstream values regarding abortion. University is the place to freely discuss 

ideas, controversial or not.” 

These students wish to draw attention the abortion debate through graphic imagery while engaging in 

conversation with students as they pass by the exhibit.  

“ The point of setting up the display in a public area is so that we can impact students as they walk by 

and challenge their views about abortion,” says club member Nicholas Macleod. “Asking us to set up this 

exhibit behind closed doors is the equivalent of telling Martin Luther King Jr. that he can protest as long 

as it’s held in his segregated Church where white people can see it if they want to.”  

In light of this censorship, Carleton Lifeline has decided to mount the Genocide Awareness Project in the 

Quad, the desired location, in a nationwide protest against Canadian Universities.  

“We will be doing this with the support of many other campus pro-life groups that have faced 

censorship on their campus,” says Lobo. “If there is nothing wrong with abortion, there should be 

nothing wrong with showing what it does to human foetuses.” (human beings or human foetuses?) 

A press conference will be held in the Quad Monday October 4th at 9 am. 

For more information please contact Ruth Lobo or James Shaw at 613-600-4791 

 

 


